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Motivation
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Large Diversity of Exoplanets
and their Architectures

Planets around binaries
or multiple systems

Close-in exoplanets
(1-10 days period)

Planets around
pulsars
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Large Diversity of Exoplanets
and their Architectures



Same Spatial Distribution of Planets for different spectral types
Mulders et al. 2015a

Some Trends with the Stellar Mass

Planetary systems are
more compact around

low mass stars

Mulders et al. (2015)



Figure adapted from
Campante et al. (2015)

Examples of Compact Planetary Systems

0.09 Msun
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Stellar Mass may Leave an Imprint on the 
Properties and Diversity of Exoplanets

Look back in time …



Star
Energetic domain

Rayleigh-Jeans 
domain

Figure from Pinilla & Youdin (2017)
And adapted from Dullemond et al. (2007)

Observations with Spitzer of BDs in the 
cluster IC 348. Muzerolle et al. (2006)
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Observational Evidence of Disks around 
VLM stars and BDs



Testi et al. (2016)

ALMA first survey of young brown dwarfs in the 
ρ Oph star-forming region.

17 young brown dwarfs 
were observed at 890 
µm

Resolution: 0.’’5

Sensitivity to detect 
~0.5 MEarth of dust.

Detection of 11 disks 
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Recent mm-Observations of Disks around 
VLM stars and BDs



Disks around VLMS and BDs: excellent laboratories to 
investigate planet formation in extreme conditions
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BD disks are low mass, 
smaller (how small?) 

and colder.

ALMA survey of young brown 
dwarfs in the ρ-Oph.

Sensitivity to detect 
~0.5 MEarth of dust. Detection 

of 11 disks.
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Dust Evolution in Disks 
around VLM stars and BDs



midplaneBrownian Motion

Turbulence

Settling

Radial 
Drift

Transport Collisions
Dust Evolution

One of the main barriers 
of planet formation
!"#$%!<< !&#'(!)
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Radial Drift of Particles
Origin: Dust moves Keplerian and gas moves slightly 

sub-Keplerian

gas
!"#$%
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!*'+,
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GAS
Supported by gas 
pressure 

Dust Particles
Move with Keplerian

velocity and feel a constant 
head-wind
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The radial-drift barrier is more difficult to overcome 
for the dust around Brown Dwarfs disks than 

around typical T-Tauri disks

Radial Drift in VLMS and BD Disks

Pinilla et al. (2013)



Settling to the 
midplane

Settling time-scales

Brown Dwarfs disks are expected to
be flatter than T-Tauri disks

(15-20% flatter) 

Turbulence
Coupling and decoupling to turbulent eddies (Ormel & 

Cuzzi 2007) 

midplane

For the same αturb

Less destructive collisions due 
to turbulent motion 

Mulders & Dominik (2012)

Δ"#$%& ∝ (#$%& )*
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Dust Evolution Models: T-Tauri vs. 
VLMS disks

64 CHAPTER 3. GRAIN GROWTH IN BROWN DWARFS DISKS

Figure 3.1: Vertically integrated dust density distribution (Eq. 3.6) after
di↵erent times of evolution and including radial drift. Top panels: Case of
the BD disk ⇢-Oph102 parameters (MBD = 0.05 M�, LBD = 0.03 L� and
TBD = 2880 K) and Rout = 30 AU, ⌃ = ⌃0 r

�0.5, Mdisk = 2 MJup,
vf = 10 m s

�1 and ↵turb = 10�3. The solid white line represents the
particle size corresponding to St = 1 (Eq. 3.3) and reflects the shape of the
gas density. The cyan line corresponds to the maximum size that particles
can reach given a fragmentation velocity vf . Bottom panels: Similar model
parameters, but considering a T-Tauri disks as in Chapter 1.

Brown Dwarf disk

T-Tauri disk

Solar parameters

Rapid inward drift is more significant for particles in VLMS and BD disks than in T-
Tauri disks 
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This Radial Drift Problem Applies to CPDs
Circumplanetary disc detection 1863

Figure 9. The drift time-scale for the disc around a solar mass object having Lirr = L⊙ (the left-hand panel) and the disc around a 0.01 M⊙ object having
Lirr = 0.001 L⊙ (the right-hand panel). In both cases, the disc is irradiation dominated and α is assumed to be 0.001.

Figure 10. The drift time-scale for discs around a 1 MJ planet. The discs are either irradiation dominated (Lirr = 10−3 L⊙, upper panels) or viscous heating
dominated (Lirr = 0, bottom panels.). Discs that accrete at high and low rates are shown in the left- and right-hand panels.

(3) Or, dust is continuously being replenished into the disc. The
replenishment could come from the accretion streams from the
circumstellar disc, or infalling envelope, or dust fragmentation due
to collisions between bigger dust particles.5 On the other hand, the
dust replenishing rate needs to be very high to compensate the fast

5The real situation can be a lot more complicated since dust particles may
be trapped at the gap edge induced by the planet and won’t flow into the
circumplanetary disc.

radial drift. For example, if the radial drift time-scale is 102 yr
while the gas accretion time-scale is 105 yr, the dust-to-gas mass
ratio will be 1000 times smaller than the ISM value (0.01) even with
the continuous replenishment of dust and gas.

(4) Or, there are structures in the gaseous CPD (e.g. pressure
traps) that can slow down or even trap dust particles in the disc (e.g.
mini HL Tau like CPDs in HL Tau gaps). In the CPD simulations
by Zhu et al. (2016), rings and vortices have indeed been observed
(e.g. figs 3 and 4 in that paper) due to the shock driven accretion.

MNRAS 479, 1850–1865 (2018)
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Drift time-scale for a disk 
around a Solar-type star

Drift time-scale for a 
Circumplanetary Disk

16How Jupiter moons were formed?



Size dependence
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grown to millimeter sizes 
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Spectral Indices in Disks around VLMS 
and BDs evidence grain growth 5

Figure 2. Spectral index of disks in di↵erent star formation
regions. The data for Taurus, Ophiucus and Orion groups
were taken from Ricci et al. (2012b, 2013, 2014). The new
data reported are represented in squares. The error bar for
most of the points is illustrated in the left corner, otherwise
is plotted.

spectrum, the calculation of the spectral index
is independent of the used wavelengths. For the
three observed BDs, we calculate the expected flux at
1.3mm with the obtained values of the spectral index,
in order to have all fluxes at the same wavelength. The
error bar of the flux in Fig.2 includes the uncertain-
ties of the spectral index and the fluxes at 0.89 and
3mm. The current data reveal low values of the spec-
tral index (↵mm . 3), as observed for other BD disks
and disks around more massive stars in di↵erent star-
formation regions (e.g. Ricci et al. 2012b; Testi et al.
2014). Nonetheless, two of the obtained values are lower
limits (Table 1).
The spectral index is indicative of grain size (with

low values, ↵mm . 3, implying millimeter grains in the
outer parts of disks) as long as the emission is optically
thin. To estimate the validity of this assumption, we
determine how compact the disk should be, if it hosts
only large grains, for the millimeter emission to be op-
tically thick. We obtain a very small outer disk radius
(. 0.1 au), supporting our assumption of optically thin
emission.
With the 0.89mm fluxes, we estimate the disk dust

mass assuming optically thin emission (Hildebrand
1983; Andrews et al. 2013):

Mdisk,dust '
d
2
F⌫

⌫B⌫(T (r))
, (1)

where d is the distance to the targets (taken to be
140 pc), ⌫ is the mass absorption coe�cient at a given

frequency. We assume a frequency-dependent relation
given by ⌫ = 2.3 cm2 g�1 ⇥ (⌫/230GHz)0.4 (Andrews
et al. 2013). B⌫(Tdust) is the Planck function for a
given dust temperature Tdust, for which we assume the
relation Tdust ⇡ 25⇥ (L?/L�)0.17 K obtained by van der
Plas et al. (2016) for spectral types of M5 and later and
a disk outer radius of 60 au. The estimations for the disk
dust mass for each target are shown in Table 1.
The low values of the spectral index indicate that dust

particles have millimeter sizes in these BD disks. In
the next section, we investigate dust evolution models
assuming a massive planet embedded in the outer disk
to trap millimeter-grains and compare the theoretical
predictions of the spectral indices and millimeter fluxes
with current observations.

3. DUST TRAPPING BY AN EMBEDDED
PLANET IN A BD DISK

From our current dust evolution models, millimeter
grains around BDs can only be explained under extreme
conditions, such as strong pressure inhomogeneities of
around 40-60% of amplitude (Pinilla et al. 2013). How-
ever, such strong pressure bumps are not expected from
magneto-rotational instability (MRI) simulations, which
predict pressure bumps with a maximum of 20-25% of
amplitude compared to the background density (e.g.
Uribe et al. 2011; Dittrich et al. 2013; Simon & Armitage
2014). Strong pressure bumps can originate at the outer
edge of a gap carved by a planet, and in this section, we
aim to understand if trapping in BD disks due to an
embedded planet can lead to low values of the spectral
index as observed in BD disks.

Gap opening criterion in BD disks—The first question to
investigate is: What is the minimum mass of a planet
needed to open a gap in a disk around a BD? To answer
this question, we use the gap opening criterion by Crida
et al. (2006), which considers the disk viscous torque, the
gravitational torque from the planet, and the pressure
torque. The criterion is:

3

4

H

RH

+
50

qRe
. 1 (2)

where, Re is the Reynolds number, at the position of the
planet rp, which is equal to rp⌦p/⌫ (⌦ is the Keplerian
frequency and ⌦p is calculated at the planet position),
with ⌫ being the disk viscosity, usually parametrized as
⌫ = ↵viscc

2
s
/⌦ (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) and cs the

sound speed. In addition, q is the planet to star mass
ratio, H is the disk aspect ratio equal to cs/⌦, and RH

is the Hill radius of the planet, i.e. rH = rp(q/3)1/3.
Because the BD disks are colder than T Tauri disks

and the mass of the central star is also lower, the re-

Pinilla et al. (2017)

How to explain the 
existence of mm-

grains in these 
disks where radial 

drift is a more 
extreme problem?



Millimeter Detection of a Disk around a 
Isolated Planetary-Mass Object

Bayo et al. (2017)

Free-Floating planet 
(~12 MJup)

Disk dust mass: 
0.07-0.63 MEarth

ALMA Band 6 Observations

Accepted ALMA (C6, C7) proposals to
measure the spectral index in this

disk à grain growth?



Particle Trapping! One possibility: 
massive planets

Particle
Traps

• Dead Zones 
• Vortices
• Planets
• Zonal flows
• Self-gravitating spiral arms

!"#$%&'()#"*(

A pressure bump is formed at the outer 
edge of a gap carved by a massive planet

e.g. Pinilla et al. (2012)
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It is More Difficult for a Given Planet to 
Open a Gap in a BD Disk7

Figure 4. Left panel: 2D gas density distribution after 1000 orbits of evolution assuming a single planet and the parameters
as in Table 2. The gas surface density is normalized to the initial profile. Right panel: the averaged gas surface density after
500 and 1000 orbits, which is later assumed to compute the dust evolution.

ticles inside the trap, but also reduces the surface area
of the dust trap.

Hydrodynamical simulation—We assume a planet of Sat-
urn mass located at 10 au to run hydrodynamical simu-
lations, in order to study the planet-disk interaction pro-
cess in a locally isothermal BD disk, assuming a value
of ↵visc = 10�3 (Table 2). The motivation to select
1MSaturn for the planet mass is because the masses of
the disks around BD are of the order of few Jupiter
masses, and if the planets are formed within the disk, we
thus select the minimum mass planet to open a gap and
to have e↵ective trapping of particles. We do not con-
sider the case of ↵visc = 10�4, because when turbulent
di↵usion of grains is too low, fragmentation of particles
is unlikely inside a pressure trap, leading to the forma-
tion of planetesimals in million-year timescales and the
depletion of millimeter-sized pebbles. As a consequence,
dust evolution models assuming low viscosity, usually
lead to large planetesimals with low opacity, thus low
millimeter fluxes and values of the spectral indices that
are in disagreement with observations (e.g. Pinilla et al.
2013; de Juan Ovelar et al. 2016).
For the hydrodynamical models, we used the legacy

version of FARGO2D (Masset 2000). For the initial
gas surface density we assumed a power law, such that
⌃ / r

�1. In Pinilla et al. (2013), we demonstrated that
changing the power law index does not have a significant
e↵ect on the final dust density distributions and the re-
sulting spectral indices. In addition, we assume a loga-
rithmically spaced radial grid with 512 points from 0.2

to 6 rp. The azimuthal grid is linear with 950 grid cells.
The scale height and the disk temperature are assumed
consistently with Eq. 3, that is the disk aspect ratio
is increasing with radius as H/r = h0 ⇥ (r/rp)f ,
with a flaring index f = 0.25. The disk aspect
ratio at the planet position (h0) is taken to be
0.14. The mass of the disk is taken to be 2MJup. This
disk mass value is an optimistic value compared to the
values reported in Table 1 (and assuming a dust-to-gas
disk mass ratio of 1/100), and we assume a disk mass
of a BD disk similar to ⇢Oph102 and 2M0444 (Ricci et
al. 2013, 2014). Decreasing the disk mass reduce the
maximum grain size and hence it increases the resulting
spectral index (Birnstiel et al. 2010a).
Results from FARGO simulations are presented in

Fig. 4, which shows the 2D gas density distribution af-
ter 1000 local orbits (⇠ 3⇥ 104 years) and the averaged
gas surface density after 500 and 1000 orbits. The re-
sulting gap is shallower than in the case of a T Tauri
star. For instance, in the case of q = 6 ⇥ 10�3, the gas
surface density inside the gap for a T Tauri or Herbig
disk, with the same ↵visc, is more depleted than in the
BD disk (see e.g. Pinilla et al. 2015, where the gas sur-
face density is depleted by 4 orders of magnitude for the
same ↵visc and q). The main reason for the shallower
gap in the case of BD disks is due to the higher scale
height at the planet position. The scale height depends
on the sound speed (cs) and Keplerian frequency (⌦),
and because of the lower central mass, the scale height
at the planet position is closer to the planet Hill’s radius

The resulting gaps are shallower because the scale height at the planet position is 
closer to the planet Hill’s radius

8

Figure 5. Left panel: Vertically integrated dust density distribution (�dust) as function of the grain size and radius, assuming
the gas surface density profile from Fig. 4 after 1Myr of evolution. Right panel: Spectral indices obtained from millimeter
observations of BD disks compared to models of dust trapping by an embedded massive planet (blue triangles). The green
triangle corresponds to a test where the gas density is low and thus millimeter-sized particles are decoupled from the gas (Fig 6).

(rH), making the equilibrium shape of the gap shallower
(Crida et al. 2006). Our simulations show that the gas
surface density inside the gap decreases by around one
order of magnitude. There are some observational sug-
gestions that disks around BDs are actually flatter (e.g.
Pascucci et al. 2009; Szűcs et al. 2010; Liu et al.
2015; Daemgen et al. 2016), but this depends on the
range of wavelengths that is used as an indicator for the
degree of settling in the disk (Furlan et al. 2011; Mulders
& Dominik 2012). However, observations provide infor-
mation about the dust settling and not directly about
the gas disk scale height.

Dust evolution and theoretical spectral indices—We used
the azimuthally averaged gas surface density from the
hydrodynamical simulation after the disk has reached
a steady-state (⇠1000 orbits) to self-consistently calcu-
late the dust density distribution, taking into account
dust dynamics and dust growth process (coagulation,
fragmentation, and erosion, see Birnstiel et al. 2010b).
This combination of hydrodynamical and dust evolution
models was introduced in Pinilla et al. (2012), and we
refer to this paper for more details. We follow the evo-
lution of 180 grain sizes from 1µm to 2m. Initially all
the dust is taken to be 1 µm-sized particles distributed
in the disk with a constant gas-to-dust ratio of 100. We
assume a fragmentation velocity of particles of 30m s�1,
and also that the collision at this velocity or higher will
lead to fragmentation of particles. These values are in
agreement with numerical and laboratory experiments
of dust particles with water ice mantles (e.g. Paszun
& Dominik 2006; Wada et al. 2009, 2011; Gundlach &
Blum 2015), consistent with the disk temperatures that

we assumed (from 55 to 10K from the inner to the outer
radius). We model the evolution from 3⇥ 104 years up
to 1Myr.
The results of the dust density distribution as a func-

tion of radius and grain size are shown in the left panel
of Fig. 5. The dust distribution shows an accumulation
of particles at the location of the gas surface density
maximum (or pressure maximum), at ⇠ 17 au. In this
case, the maximum grain size in the whole disk is de-
termined by radial drift because particles drift inwards
before they can grow to larger sizes. As consequence, it
is only inside a pressure bump that particles can grow
to millimeter-sizes in BD disks (e.g. Pinilla et al. 2013;
Birnstiel et al. 2015). Inside the pressure bump, the
particles reach sizes of ⇠ 1mm. Outside the pressure
bump, the maximum grain size is smaller (⇠ 0.08mm),
because the high radial drift also leads to fragmentation
of particles.
In order to compare the millimeter fluxes that re-

sult from this dust evolution model, we take the dust
density distribution at di↵erent times of evolution (0.1,
0.5, 1, 2, and 3Myr) and calculate the optical depth
(⌧⌫) at two di↵erent millimeter wavelengths, such that
⌧⌫ = �(r, a)⌫/ cos i, where �(r, a) is the vertically inte-
grated dust density distribution at a given time of evo-
lution (as shown in Fig. 5 at 1Myr). The opacity for
each grain size and at a given frequency or wavelength
(⌫) is calculated following Mie theory, and we assume
the volume fractions and optical properties for the dust
particles as in Ricci et al. (2010); and i is the disk in-
clination, which we assume to be 20� (as in Scholz et

Saturn mass planet around a 
BD (q = 6 x 10-3)

Pinilla et al. (2017)



Expected Spectral Indices when Particles 
are Trapped at the Outer Edge of the Gap 8

Figure 5. Left panel: Vertically integrated dust density distribution (�dust) as function of the grain size and radius, assuming
the gas surface density profile from Fig. 4 after 1Myr of evolution. Right panel: Spectral indices obtained from millimeter
observations of BD disks compared to models of dust trapping by an embedded massive planet (blue triangles). The green
triangle corresponds to a test where the gas density is low and thus millimeter-sized particles are decoupled from the gas (Fig 6).

(rH), making the equilibrium shape of the gap shallower
(Crida et al. 2006). Our simulations show that the gas
surface density inside the gap decreases by around one
order of magnitude. There are some observational sug-
gestions that disks around BDs are actually flatter (e.g.
Pascucci et al. 2009; Szűcs et al. 2010; Liu et al.
2015; Daemgen et al. 2016), but this depends on the
range of wavelengths that is used as an indicator for the
degree of settling in the disk (Furlan et al. 2011; Mulders
& Dominik 2012). However, observations provide infor-
mation about the dust settling and not directly about
the gas disk scale height.

Dust evolution and theoretical spectral indices—We used
the azimuthally averaged gas surface density from the
hydrodynamical simulation after the disk has reached
a steady-state (⇠1000 orbits) to self-consistently calcu-
late the dust density distribution, taking into account
dust dynamics and dust growth process (coagulation,
fragmentation, and erosion, see Birnstiel et al. 2010b).
This combination of hydrodynamical and dust evolution
models was introduced in Pinilla et al. (2012), and we
refer to this paper for more details. We follow the evo-
lution of 180 grain sizes from 1µm to 2m. Initially all
the dust is taken to be 1 µm-sized particles distributed
in the disk with a constant gas-to-dust ratio of 100. We
assume a fragmentation velocity of particles of 30m s�1,
and also that the collision at this velocity or higher will
lead to fragmentation of particles. These values are in
agreement with numerical and laboratory experiments
of dust particles with water ice mantles (e.g. Paszun
& Dominik 2006; Wada et al. 2009, 2011; Gundlach &
Blum 2015), consistent with the disk temperatures that

we assumed (from 55 to 10K from the inner to the outer
radius). We model the evolution from 3⇥ 104 years up
to 1Myr.
The results of the dust density distribution as a func-

tion of radius and grain size are shown in the left panel
of Fig. 5. The dust distribution shows an accumulation
of particles at the location of the gas surface density
maximum (or pressure maximum), at ⇠ 17 au. In this
case, the maximum grain size in the whole disk is de-
termined by radial drift because particles drift inwards
before they can grow to larger sizes. As consequence, it
is only inside a pressure bump that particles can grow
to millimeter-sizes in BD disks (e.g. Pinilla et al. 2013;
Birnstiel et al. 2015). Inside the pressure bump, the
particles reach sizes of ⇠ 1mm. Outside the pressure
bump, the maximum grain size is smaller (⇠ 0.08mm),
because the high radial drift also leads to fragmentation
of particles.
In order to compare the millimeter fluxes that re-

sult from this dust evolution model, we take the dust
density distribution at di↵erent times of evolution (0.1,
0.5, 1, 2, and 3Myr) and calculate the optical depth
(⌧⌫) at two di↵erent millimeter wavelengths, such that
⌧⌫ = �(r, a)⌫/ cos i, where �(r, a) is the vertically inte-
grated dust density distribution at a given time of evo-
lution (as shown in Fig. 5 at 1Myr). The opacity for
each grain size and at a given frequency or wavelength
(⌫) is calculated following Mie theory, and we assume
the volume fractions and optical properties for the dust
particles as in Ricci et al. (2010); and i is the disk in-
clination, which we assume to be 20� (as in Scholz et

We found that the 
spectral indices are high, 

in disagreement with 
current millimeter-

observations of BD disks. 

Pinilla et al. (2017)



(1) Multiple strong pressure bumps of unknown origin

(2) Gas masses in BD disk are very low such that the 
millimeter grains are completely decoupled and do 

not drift 

Alternatives



A&A 554, A95 (2013)

Fig. 5. Vertically integrated dust density distribution after 5 Myr of evolution including radial drift and a bumpy gas surface density (Eq. (21))
with A = 0.4 (left panel) and A = 0.6 (right panel). Case of Rout = 30 AU, vf = 10 m s−1, p = 0.5 and αturb = 10−3. The solid white line represents
the particle size corresponding to St = 1 (Eq. (3)) and reflects the shape of the gas density, while the cyan line corresponds to the fragmentation
limit.

with d being the distance to the source, which was taken to be
140 pc as in the young disks in Taurus and Ophiuchus star-
forming regions. Bν(T (r)) is the Planck function for a given tem-
perature profile T (r). At mm wavelengths, the flux is propor-
tional to the dust mass in the outer region of the disks. Hence,
the flux Fν could be approximated as a power law Fν ∝ ναmm ,
where the spectral index αmm gives information about the size
of the grains and is expected to be lower than 3 when the dust
reaches mm sizes (Natta et al. 2007). Figure 4 shows the pre-
dicted fluxes at 1 mm (F1 mm) and the spectral index between 1
and 3 mm (α1−3 mm) for vf = 10 m s−1 and all other parameters
considered in Sect. 2.3.

First of all, comparing F1mm and α1−3mm for different Rout,
we notice that the spectral slope increases when the disk is more
extended. This is a natural result of distributing initially the same
amount of dust in an extended region, decreasing the possibil-
ity of having mm-size grains. The obtained fluxes are between
∼1–20 mJy for all cases. In addition, a single case (the only
diamond-point of Fig. 4) where fragmentation does not happen
is plotted, with vf = 30 m s−1, Rout = 30 AU and p = 0.0. It
is possible to see that most of the dust in the disk has grown to
large sizes (a > 10 cm). When the particles have such a large
size, they have very low opacities, which results in low millime-
ter fluxes. The predicted fluxes are very low (close to 1 mJy)
compared with the other fluxes (see top-left panel of Fig. 3 and
the corresponding diamond-point in the second-left panel from
the top to the bottom of Fig. 4).

In general, when fragmentation still occurs, i.e., for vf =
10 m s−1, the integrated flux weakly depends on the gas den-
sity slope p, therefore we focus in the subsequent results on the
intermediate value, i. e., p = 0.5. In most of the cases, the spec-
tral slope and the flux are slightly sensitive to the turbulence pa-
rameter αturb, and α1−3 mm increases for low turbulence. This is
because there are fewer mm-size grains that contribute to de-
crease the spectral index when αturb is low (Figs. 2 and 3), as
was discussed in Sect. 3.1.1.

Comparing the millimeter observations (dot points with error
bars in Fig. 4) of two BD disks (2M0444+2512 and ρ Oph 102),
it is important to notice that when the radial drift is set to zero,
the predicted and the observed values of F1 mm and α1−3 mm
match well for the brightest BD disk and in particular for Rout =
15 AU. The error bars come from the the optical depth uncer-
tainties for different grain composition (Beckwith et al. 1990).

When the extension of the disk increases to Rout = 30 AU, the
spectral slope has values that agree with observations (especially
for higher values of αturb), but the fluxes are slightly higher than
those detected by mm-observations. This leads to the conclu-
sion that in this case, a combination of fragmentation with a mi-
nor drift is necessary to reduce the number of mm-grains and
have a better agreement between theoretical predictions and re-
cent millimeter observations of 2M0444+2512. For the faintest
disk ρ Oph 102, radial drift is indeed needed in any case. For
Rout = 60 AU, only few cases allow to have α1−3 mm ! 3, never-
theless, these cases match the millimeter observations less well.
Finally, for most of the cases of Rout = 100 AU, the model
predictions for the millimeter fluxes and spectral indices are
inadequate to explain the observations.

As a conclusion, theoretical models of dust evolution in
which the radial drift is set to zero and considering BD disk
conditions such as low-mass disks (Mdisk = 2 MJup), low ra-
dial extension (Rout = 15 AU), presence of ices that allow frag-
mentation velocities of about vf = 10 m s−1 and average turbu-
lence strength αturb = {10−4, 10−3}, are the models with the best
agreement to mm-observations.

3.2. Radial drift and pressure bumps

We focus our attention on the most favorable cases: Rout =
{15, 30, 60} AU (particularly 15 and 30 AU) and αturb = 10−3.
The gas density slope was taken to be p = 0.5. The amplitudes
considered for the long-lived pressure bumps were A = {0.4, 0.6}
(Eq. (21)). Pinilla et al. (2012a) showed that these inhomo-
geneities are comparable with global simulations of zonal flows
with an amplitude of ∼25% by Uribe et al. (2011).

For the simulations with radial drift, udrag and udrift for Eq. (2)
were taken into account. This implies that radial drift also con-
tributes to the total relative velocities of dust particles.

3.2.1. Dust density distribution

In a region where the pressure gradient is positive, gas moves
with super-Keplerian velocity and particles with sizes corre-
sponding to St ∼ 1 would move outward. As a consequence, in-
side the pressure bumps the amount of dust naturally increases,
allowing an increase in the frequency of sticking collisions.
Figure 5 compares the dust density distribution after 1 Myr of
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Multiple (very) Strong Pressure Bumps of 
Unknown Origin

Low spectral indices observed in BD disks may hint to unresolved multi-ring substructures. 
The pressure bumps need to have stronger amplitude than in more massive and warmer 

disks

Pinilla et al. (2013)



ALMA Obs
HL Tau

ALMA Partnership et 
al. (2015)

ALMA Obs
TWHya

Andrews et al. 
(2016)

SPHERE Obs
RX J1615

de Boer et al.
(incl. Pinilla, 2016)

SPHERE Obs
HD 97048

Ginski et al.
(incl. Pinilla, 2016)

If we detect structures in disks around low mass stars, we expect that 
the amplitude of these structures is higher than in disks around more 

massive objects 

Multiple Rings Observed at Different 
Wavelengths

25
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Figure 6. Left panel: initial dust density distribution as expected from grain growth without experiencing radial drift (Pinilla
et al. 2013) and with the same disk conditions as in Table 2. Middle panels: dust density distribution after 3000 yr (top) and
0.1Myr (bottom) of evolution considering dust dynamics (drift, drag, and turbulent di↵usion), but without dust coagulation
processes and reducing the gas disk mass by a factor of 100. Right panels: as middle panels but reducing the gas disk mass by
a factor of 1000.

al. 2006, for the targets observed with PdBI). With the
optical depth, we obtain the total flux as

F⌫ =
2⇡ cos i

d2

Z
Rout

Rin

B⌫(T (r))[1� e
�⌧⌫ ]rdr, (4)

with d being the distance to the source, which is as-
sumed to be 140 pc as the Taurus star-forming region,
and B⌫(T (r)) is the Planck function, for which we as-
sume the temperature profile of Eq. 3. After we ob-
tain the millimeter fluxes, we calculate the spatially in-
tegrated spectral index as explained in Sect 2.1, between
1.3 and 3.0mm. The results are shown in the right panel
of Fig. 5, together with the available data of BD disks
(see Fig. 2).
We find that the theoretical spectral indices are high

at any time of evolution (& 3.5) for the case of trapping
by an embedded planet, in disagreement with current
millimeter observations of BD disks. The spectral in-
dex only has values slightly lower than 3 at the loca-
tion of the pressure maximum (⇠ 17 au), but in a very
narrow region (width of ⇠ 5 au). The dust concentra-
tion in the pressure maximum is very narrow because of
the high radial drift that millimeter-sized particles ex-
perience in disks around BD. Contrary to the case of a
disk around T Tauri or Herbig stars, there are too few

millimeter-sized particles concentrated in a very narrow
region when there is trapping by a planet in a BD disk.
This leads to high values of the spectral index integrated
over the entire disk at any time of evolution. The re-
sulting millimeter fluxes are, however, in the range of
some of the observed BD disks. Moving the planet or
changing the initial disk parameters (gas surface density
slope, fragmentation velocity, outer radius) would not
contribute significantly to decrease the spectral index
based on the results from Pinilla et al. (2013, 2014). As
an experiment, we also assumed a BD disk which outer
radius is at 25 au (right beyond the bump of millime-
ter grains) to run the dust evolution and test if in this
case the spectral index decreases. However, the spectral
index barely changes compared to the model shown in
Fig. 5, with Rout = 60 au.

4. DISCUSSION

Interferometric millimeter observations with CARMA,
ALMA and PdBI of disks around BDs provided the first
measurements of the millimeter spectral index, and re-
vealed values expected when dust grains have grown to
millimeter sizes (e.g. Ricci et al. 2013, 2014). Such ob-
servations are a challenge for models of dust evolution
in disks because the radial inward drift velocities are
expected to be higher for particles in BD disks than in

Very Low Gas Disk Masses & mm-Grains are Decoupled

8

Figure 5. Left panel: Vertically integrated dust density distribution (�dust) as function of the grain size and radius, assuming
the gas surface density profile from Fig. 4 after 1Myr of evolution. Right panel: Spectral indices obtained from millimeter
observations of BD disks compared to models of dust trapping by an embedded massive planet (blue triangles). The green
triangle corresponds to a test where the gas density is low and thus millimeter-sized particles are decoupled from the gas (Fig 6).

(rH), making the equilibrium shape of the gap shallower
(Crida et al. 2006). Our simulations show that the gas
surface density inside the gap decreases by around one
order of magnitude. There are some observational sug-
gestions that disks around BDs are actually flatter (e.g.
Pascucci et al. 2009; Szűcs et al. 2010; Liu et al.
2015; Daemgen et al. 2016), but this depends on the
range of wavelengths that is used as an indicator for the
degree of settling in the disk (Furlan et al. 2011; Mulders
& Dominik 2012). However, observations provide infor-
mation about the dust settling and not directly about
the gas disk scale height.

Dust evolution and theoretical spectral indices—We used
the azimuthally averaged gas surface density from the
hydrodynamical simulation after the disk has reached
a steady-state (⇠1000 orbits) to self-consistently calcu-
late the dust density distribution, taking into account
dust dynamics and dust growth process (coagulation,
fragmentation, and erosion, see Birnstiel et al. 2010b).
This combination of hydrodynamical and dust evolution
models was introduced in Pinilla et al. (2012), and we
refer to this paper for more details. We follow the evo-
lution of 180 grain sizes from 1µm to 2m. Initially all
the dust is taken to be 1 µm-sized particles distributed
in the disk with a constant gas-to-dust ratio of 100. We
assume a fragmentation velocity of particles of 30m s�1,
and also that the collision at this velocity or higher will
lead to fragmentation of particles. These values are in
agreement with numerical and laboratory experiments
of dust particles with water ice mantles (e.g. Paszun
& Dominik 2006; Wada et al. 2009, 2011; Gundlach &
Blum 2015), consistent with the disk temperatures that

we assumed (from 55 to 10K from the inner to the outer
radius). We model the evolution from 3⇥ 104 years up
to 1Myr.
The results of the dust density distribution as a func-

tion of radius and grain size are shown in the left panel
of Fig. 5. The dust distribution shows an accumulation
of particles at the location of the gas surface density
maximum (or pressure maximum), at ⇠ 17 au. In this
case, the maximum grain size in the whole disk is de-
termined by radial drift because particles drift inwards
before they can grow to larger sizes. As consequence, it
is only inside a pressure bump that particles can grow
to millimeter-sizes in BD disks (e.g. Pinilla et al. 2013;
Birnstiel et al. 2015). Inside the pressure bump, the
particles reach sizes of ⇠ 1mm. Outside the pressure
bump, the maximum grain size is smaller (⇠ 0.08mm),
because the high radial drift also leads to fragmentation
of particles.
In order to compare the millimeter fluxes that re-

sult from this dust evolution model, we take the dust
density distribution at di↵erent times of evolution (0.1,
0.5, 1, 2, and 3Myr) and calculate the optical depth
(⌧⌫) at two di↵erent millimeter wavelengths, such that
⌧⌫ = �(r, a)⌫/ cos i, where �(r, a) is the vertically inte-
grated dust density distribution at a given time of evo-
lution (as shown in Fig. 5 at 1Myr). The opacity for
each grain size and at a given frequency or wavelength
(⌫) is calculated following Mie theory, and we assume
the volume fractions and optical properties for the dust
particles as in Ricci et al. (2010); and i is the disk in-
clination, which we assume to be 20� (as in Scholz et

Pinilla et al. (2017c)

Gas mass in BD disks is so low 
(∼2×10−3 MJup), such that the 
millimeter-sized particles are 
completely decoupled, and 
preventing them from drifting 
inwards. 

A systematic and sensitive survey with ALMA that 
provide information of gas distribution/mass, is required 

to solve this question. 



Do we really need an 
alternative?

We may have already some 
evidence of massive planets in 

disks around VLMS



CIDA 1 is the lowest mass star with a resolved 
large dust cavity (20au) so far

Pinilla et al. (2018b)Pinilla et al. (2018b)

ALMA Observations of CIDA 1 at 
887μm

Resolution: 0.21’’ x 0.12’’ 
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M★=0.1 Msun
L★=0.08 Lsun



Origin of the Cavity in CIDA 1

Pinilla et al. (2018b)High accretion rate and large cavity size are 
not expected from photoevaporation

Credit cartoon: N. van der Marel

29

Accretion rate of CIDA 1 is 
4 x10-9 Msun/year



Origin of the Cavity in CIDA 1

Pinilla et al. (2018b)A dead zone in a low mass disk like CIDA1 is not expected to be more than 5au 
(maybe 10 au) extended 30



Origin of the Cavity in CIDA 1

Pinilla et al. (2018b)

?

31



Origin of the Cavity in CIDA 1

Pinilla et al. (2018b)

The minimum mass planet to open a gap in 
a disk like CIDA 1 corresponds to 1 Saturn 

mass planet when ⍺ =10-4  

(still possible?)
Assuming g/d ratio of 100, disk 

mass is ~10-18 MSaturn 32
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Future Perspectives

We need more observations !



The Slope of Mdust − M⋆ Relation Strongly 
Depends On Very Few Disks Around VLMS

TDs remain 
massive 
independent of 
the stellar mass.

Pinilla et al. (2018a)

Survey data from Andrews et 
al. (2013), Ansdell et al. 
(2016, 2017), Barenfeld
(2016), and Pascucci et al. 
(2016)
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What Do we Learn from the TDs around VLMS?

ALMA data coming to hunt 
for TDs around VLMs. The 
selection of the targets are 
based on CIDA 1

Parameter Space to Explore

ag
e
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CIDA 1
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CIDA 1 Has a Massive Disk and High Accretion 
Rate for its Stellar Mass

Pinilla et al. (2018b)

Dots and upper limits from Andrews et al. (2013). 
Hexagonal points from Ward- Duong et al. (2018)

Dots from Herczeg et al. (2008), diamonds from 
Rigliato et al. (2015) (known TDs are identified by 
blue squares.). Accretion rate of CIDA 1 is 4 x10-9

Msun/year 36



The Incoming ALMA Data Include Disks with 
High Mass Relative to their Stellar Masses 

Parameter Space to Explore
(taking only detections)

(high optical
extinction)

6B;m`2 j, G27i T�M2H, .mbi K�bb p2`bmb bi2HH�` K�bb 7Q` h�m`mb *H�bb AA Q#D2+ibX .Qib �M/
mTT2` HBKBib 7`QK �M/`2rb 2i �HX- kyRj �M/ i?2 ?2t�;QM�H ;`22M TQBMib +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?2
i�`;2ib `2TQ`i2/ #v q�`/@.mQM; 2i �HX UkyR3VX h?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 *A.� R Bb b?QrM #v i?2 `2/
b[m�`2X h?2 b?�/2/ �`2� +Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 T�`�K2i2` bT�+2 +QMbB/2`2/ 7Q` i?Bb T`QTQb�HX _B;?i
T�M2H, wQQK@BM Q7 i?2 T�`�K2i2` bT�+2 Q7 i?2 T`QTQb2/ /BbFbX q2 QMHv +QMbB/2`2/ /2i2+iBQMb
UT2Mi�;QM�H TQBMibVX h?2 #H�+F HBM2 +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?2 M/mbi − M⋆ `2H�iBQM �M/ Bib mM+2`i�BMiv
U;`�v HBM2bV 7Q` h.b b?QrM BM 6B; kX �HH i?2 T`QTQb2/ i�`;2ib �`2 +HQb2 iQ i?Bb `2H�iBQMX

2i �HX- ky7R3V +?�`�+i2`BbiB+ Q7 h.b- K�FBM; *A.� R QM2 Q7 i?2 irQ oGJ bi�`b r?2`2 � +�pBiv
?�b #22M `2bQHp2/ BM i?2 KBHHBK2i2` 2KBbbBQM UQMHv kVX AM Qm` `2+2Mi BMp2biB;�iBQM Q7 i?2 h.b
Q#b2`p2/ rBi? �GJ� 7`QK /Bz2`2Mi bi�` 7Q`KBM; `2;BQMb- r2 /2KQMbi`�i2/ i?�i +�pBiB2b �`2
T`2b2Mi BM ?B;? /mbi K�bb /BbFb- BM/2T2M/2Mi Q7 i?2 bi2HH�` K�bb U6B; k- SBMBHH� 2i �HX- kyR3#VX
6`QK i?Bb �M�HvbBb r2 +QM+Hm/2/ i?�i i?2 M/mbi − M⋆ `2H�iBQM Bb Km+? ~�ii2` 7Q` h.b i?�M i?2
Q#b2`p2/ i`2M/b 7`QK b�KTH2b Q7 +H�bb AA bQm`+2b BM /Bz2`2Mi bi�` 7Q`KBM; `2;BQMbX h?2 ~�iM2bb
Q7 i?Bb `2H�iBQM +�M #2 2tTH�BM2/ B7 KBHHBK2i2`@bBx2/ T�`iB+H2b �`2 i`�TT2/ BM T`2bbm`2 #mKTb-
#2+�mb2 r?2M i?2 /`B7i Bb `2/m+2/- i?2 /BbFb `2K�BM K�bbBp2 BM /mbi US�b+m++B 2i �HX kyReVX h?Bb
Bb �+im�HHv i?2 +�b2 Q7 *A.� R- r?B+? ?Qbib � K�bbBp2 /BbF 7Q` Bib bi2HH�` K�bb BM +QKT�`BbQM
rBi? Qi?2` h@h�m`B bi�`b BM h�m`mb UH27i T�M2H BM 6B; jVX

AKK2/B�i2 Q#b2`pBM; ;Q�Hb
h?2 +m``2Mi MmK#2` Q7 `2bQHp2/ +�pBiB2b BM /BbFb �`QmM/ oGJ bi�`b Bb p2`v HQr U`B;?i T�M2H

BM 6B; kV �M/ M2r Q#b2`p�iBQMb �`2 p2`v Km+? M22/2/ iQ,
(R) *QM}`K i?2 ~�iM2bb Q7 i?2 M/mbi −M⋆ `2H�iBQM- r?B+? bHQT2 bi`QM;Hv /2T2M/b QM p2`v 72r

/BbFb �`QmM/ oGJ bi�`b Uk oGJ bi�`b BM+Hm/BM; *A.� R �M/ � ∼yXk8 M⊙ bi�`VX AM+`2�bBM; i?2
b�KTH2 U#v KQ`2 i?�M � 7�+iQ` Q7 jV Q7 /BbFb rBi? TQi2MiB�H bi`m+im`2b BM � `�M;2 Q7 oGJ bi�`b
∼ 0.089 − 0.14J⊙ Bb i?2`27Q`2 +`m+B�H UBM `B;?i T�M2H Q7 6B;X k- i?2 b?�/2/ �`2� +Q``2bTQM/b iQ
i?2 bi2HH�` K�bb2b Q7 i?2 T`QTQb2/ /BbFbVX A7 i?2 ~�iM2bb Q7 i?2 M/mbi−M⋆ `2H�iBQM Bb +QM}`K2/-
Bi +QMi`�/B+ib i?2 B/2� i?�i h.b �`2 � KQ`2 2pQHp2/ b2i Q7 /BbFb- bBM+2 i?2 `2H�iBQM Bb 2tT2+i2/
iQ bi22T2M rBi? �;2 U�b Bi +�M #2 b22M BM i?2 `B;?i T�M2H 6B;X k- 2X; GmTmb pb lTT a+QVX

(k) .2i2`KBM2 B7 �HH i?2 K�bbBp2 /BbFb `2H�iBp2 iQ i?2B` bi2HH�` K�bb ?Qbi bi`m+im`2b bm+? �b
+�pBiB2b- ;�Tb �M/ `BM;b- �M/ ?2M+2 B7 T`2bbm`2 #mKTb 2tBbi BM i?2b2 /BbFbX h?Bb rBHH BKTHv
i?�i i?2 K2+?�MBbKb 7Q` i?2 7Q`K�iBQM Q7 i?2 }`bi TH�M2i2bBK�Hb �`2 TQi2MiB�HHv bBKBH�` BM /BbFb
�`QmM/ � H�`;2 `�M;2 Q7 bi2HH�` K�bb2bX h?2 mMBp2`b�HBiv Q7 T`2bbm`2 #mKTb Bb biBHH �M mM`2bQHp2/
[m2biBQM- #mi i?2 7Q`K�iBQM Q7 K�bbBp2 TH�M2ib UKQ`2 K�bbBp2 i?�M a�im`MV BM i?2b2 /BbFb Bb
p2`v +?�HH2M;BM; iQ 2tTH�BM rBi? +m``2Mi KQ/2HbX A7 +�pBiB2b �M/ `BM;b �`2 MQi 7QmM/ �`QmM/

j
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We Obtained so Far Short Baselines 
Observations of 4 Disks 



39

Measuring Rgas/Rdust for Disks 
around VLMS and BDs

M★=0.3 Msun

CXTau
Facchini et al (2019)

HD 100546
Walsh et al. (2014)

M★=2.4 Msun

Talk by S. Facchini
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Conclusions
Radial drift is a more difficult barrier 

to overcome in disks around VLMS and 
BDs

5

Figure 2. Spectral index of disks in di↵erent star formation
regions. The data for Taurus, Ophiucus and Orion groups
were taken from Ricci et al. (2012b, 2013, 2014). The new
data reported are represented in squares. The error bar for
most of the points is illustrated in the left corner, otherwise
is plotted.

spectrum, the calculation of the spectral index
is independent of the used wavelengths. For the
three observed BDs, we calculate the expected flux at
1.3mm with the obtained values of the spectral index,
in order to have all fluxes at the same wavelength. The
error bar of the flux in Fig.2 includes the uncertain-
ties of the spectral index and the fluxes at 0.89 and
3mm. The current data reveal low values of the spec-
tral index (↵mm . 3), as observed for other BD disks
and disks around more massive stars in di↵erent star-
formation regions (e.g. Ricci et al. 2012b; Testi et al.
2014). Nonetheless, two of the obtained values are lower
limits (Table 1).
The spectral index is indicative of grain size (with

low values, ↵mm . 3, implying millimeter grains in the
outer parts of disks) as long as the emission is optically
thin. To estimate the validity of this assumption, we
determine how compact the disk should be, if it hosts
only large grains, for the millimeter emission to be op-
tically thick. We obtain a very small outer disk radius
(. 0.1 au), supporting our assumption of optically thin
emission.
With the 0.89mm fluxes, we estimate the disk dust

mass assuming optically thin emission (Hildebrand
1983; Andrews et al. 2013):

Mdisk,dust '
d
2
F⌫

⌫B⌫(T (r))
, (1)

where d is the distance to the targets (taken to be
140 pc), ⌫ is the mass absorption coe�cient at a given

frequency. We assume a frequency-dependent relation
given by ⌫ = 2.3 cm2 g�1 ⇥ (⌫/230GHz)0.4 (Andrews
et al. 2013). B⌫(Tdust) is the Planck function for a
given dust temperature Tdust, for which we assume the
relation Tdust ⇡ 25⇥ (L?/L�)0.17 K obtained by van der
Plas et al. (2016) for spectral types of M5 and later and
a disk outer radius of 60 au. The estimations for the disk
dust mass for each target are shown in Table 1.
The low values of the spectral index indicate that dust

particles have millimeter sizes in these BD disks. In
the next section, we investigate dust evolution models
assuming a massive planet embedded in the outer disk
to trap millimeter-grains and compare the theoretical
predictions of the spectral indices and millimeter fluxes
with current observations.

3. DUST TRAPPING BY AN EMBEDDED
PLANET IN A BD DISK

From our current dust evolution models, millimeter
grains around BDs can only be explained under extreme
conditions, such as strong pressure inhomogeneities of
around 40-60% of amplitude (Pinilla et al. 2013). How-
ever, such strong pressure bumps are not expected from
magneto-rotational instability (MRI) simulations, which
predict pressure bumps with a maximum of 20-25% of
amplitude compared to the background density (e.g.
Uribe et al. 2011; Dittrich et al. 2013; Simon & Armitage
2014). Strong pressure bumps can originate at the outer
edge of a gap carved by a planet, and in this section, we
aim to understand if trapping in BD disks due to an
embedded planet can lead to low values of the spectral
index as observed in BD disks.

Gap opening criterion in BD disks—The first question to
investigate is: What is the minimum mass of a planet
needed to open a gap in a disk around a BD? To answer
this question, we use the gap opening criterion by Crida
et al. (2006), which considers the disk viscous torque, the
gravitational torque from the planet, and the pressure
torque. The criterion is:
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H

RH

+
50

qRe
. 1 (2)

where, Re is the Reynolds number, at the position of the
planet rp, which is equal to rp⌦p/⌫ (⌦ is the Keplerian
frequency and ⌦p is calculated at the planet position),
with ⌫ being the disk viscosity, usually parametrized as
⌫ = ↵viscc

2
s
/⌦ (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) and cs the

sound speed. In addition, q is the planet to star mass
ratio, H is the disk aspect ratio equal to cs/⌦, and RH

is the Hill radius of the planet, i.e. rH = rp(q/3)1/3.
Because the BD disks are colder than T Tauri disks

and the mass of the central star is also lower, the re-

We (may) have 
observational 
evidence of mm-
sized particles in 
disks around 
VLMS and BDs

We need at 
least a Saturn-
mass planet to 
open a gap and 
trap particles, 
but this does 
not explain ⍺mm

How to explain 
CIDA 1 and mm-
grains in these 
disks?
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